ANNUAL REPORT 2017-2018
28th August, 2017: DJCSI Committee Announcement
On 28th August, the organizing committee of DJSCE’s Computer Society of India
student chapter was formed with assistance from the previous committee, teachers and
the principal. The following is the list of names of students chosen along with the post
they were chosen for:
DJCSI ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 2017-2018
Chairperson
Arjav Mehta
Vice Chairperson(Technical)
Bhavya Shah

Vice Chairperson(Administrative)
Tanya Gupta

Secretary
Tanvi Ruparel

Treasurer
Akshita Lakkad

Co-Secretary
Yashi Suba
Hitisha Damani

Co-Treasurer
Nishad Kane
Sanika Biwalkar

Technical Head
Aditya Shinde
Sneh Gajiwala

Marketing Head
Krish Parekh

Events Head
Shruti Shakhla
Hard Creatives Head
Sayali Sant

Publicity Head
Rajavi Mehta

Editorial Head
Neha Tiwari
Soft Creatives Head
Meet Nandu
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23rd and 24th September, 2017: DJCSI Co-Committee Selection
The newly formed organizing committee interviewed second year students from all
branches, who had applied to be a part of DJCSI. The following is the list of names of
students who were chosen, along with the department they had been chosen for:
DJCSI CO-COMMITTEE 2017-2018
Technical Team
Dharmil Khandhar
Raj Parekh
Rohan Kalantri

Marketing Team
Dimple Rathod
Farhan Kasmani
Kritika Mittal
Rahul Harwani
Riken Gala

Events Team
Ansh Shah
Jay Chatwani
Mausam Agarwal
Rishi Maniyar
Hard Creatives Team
Ajay Lad
Jainy Gandhi
Kaushik Nivalkar
Kiran Jajal
Pritalee Kadam

Publicity Team
Komal Darji
Mausam Agarwal
Nemil Shah
Shubham Jain
Vidhi Doshi
Logistics Team
Aditya Pandit
Ankit Patel
Nihar Sardal
Sagar Darji

Soft Creatives Team
Monil Diwan
Yashvi Upadhyaya

Editorial Team
Aditya Kumar
Bhumil Jakheliya
Dimple Rathod
Shreeya Agarwal
Vidhi Doshi
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8th January 2018: DJCSI Application
On 8th January, 2018 an application, “DJ CSI” app, the first of its kind, was released,
available on both the App Store and the Play Store. This app provides access to
proficient video tutorials consisting of the most prominent topics in computer
technology. This app solves all your problems. Right from video tutorials, weekly
quizzes, in-app polls to select the workshops held during CSI Week to important
college notices and timetables, everything was made available on the app. The app
also has a provision of easy access to DJCSI's technical magazine "PROTOCOL" to
make students aware of latest technologies.
11th – 18th January 2018: Membership Drive
DJCSI held its Membership Drive for a week from 11th January, Thursday to 18th
January, Thursday. The desk was set up on the 6th floor near the lift. The desk was
open for second, third and fourth year students of all departments from 8am to 6pm.
All co-committee members took turns in slots for the desk duty. Also, a technical
attraction was put up in the ground floor lobby. The price for membership was Rs.
350. At the end of the week we got 85 members. All members would receive a copy
of the DJCSI annual magazine “Protocol”. They would also receive 2 newsletters
in the months of February and March via email. Members received the DJCSI
guide called “import csi.guide;” which was a compilation of how and where to start
learning HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, JavaScript, MySQL, PHP, Django, Android and iOS
for programming beginners to encourage them to start coding. This was also done to
encourage budding coders to participate in Codeshastra 4.0, the flagship event of
DJCSI.

CODESHASTRA 4.0 ROUND 0
23rd – 27th January 2018: Codeshastra 4.0 Round 0 Registration
The registration desk for Codeshastra 4.0 Round 0 was set up in the ground floor
lobby from 23rd January, Tuesday to 27th January, Saturday. The desk was open for
anyone from first to fourth year students from 8am to 4pm. The registration was done
via the DJCSI app. After the successful registration a QR code would be generated
which had to be scanned and payment had to be done on the desk. DJCSI was
successful to get 49 teams registered. The registration fee was:
● Rs. 100 (for a team of 3 with at least 2 members or a team of 4 with at least 3
members)
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● Rs. 150 (for a team of 3 with less than 2 members or a team of 4 with less than
3 members)
28th January 2018: Codeshastra 4.0 Round 0
There was an elimination round conducted for only college students on 28 th January,
Sunday. The event took place from 7 am to 6 pm on the 5th floor. The two drawing
halls (DH1 and DH2) and the two classrooms of the production department were
utilized for the same. 49 teams registered for the event out of which 47 teams
participated with a total of 185 participants. They consisted of students belonging the
second, third and fourth year. The participants were requested to be present by 7am
and the coding started from 8.30am. Participants were given 6 hours to develop their
projects.
The problem statements for this round were released on 27th January, 2018.
Participating teams had to create a website or desktop application or a mobile
application (Android or iOS) using any platform on any one of the problem
statements within the allocated time. The four problem statements were as follows:
1. Develop an application for Automation of Toll Plaza(s). Certain kilometers
before the toll plaza, a notification should be received on the mobile phone of
the approaching user with Toll Name and amount of applicable Toll Fee.
Payment can be facilitated through mobile wallets or credit cards payment
integration. An electronic receipt should be generated, with barcode/QR code
which can be shown at the Toll Booth. A list for all the toll plaza and
respective services to be made available in the app.
2. Develop an application for monitoring of the Examination System. The
application should consist of the following features based on the geo-tagging
and biometric authentication:
● Allocation of Examination rooms
● Allocation of Invigilators and External Examiners
● Checking the Impersonation case with biometric authentication or by any
relevant technology (ID Card)
● Monitoring of Payment status of all the students for Examination.
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3. Develop a creative platform for the public and scientists(in any field of study)
alike to learn the definitions of jargons (scientific and technical terms),using
the power of crowdsourcing. Anybody can learn new things, post new doubts /
questions and answer someone else's posts.
4. Develop a chat application, with predictive capabilities that can prevent cyber
bullying. Whenever a user is trying to send a harmful, offensive message to
someone the chat application should tag that message and should inform the
user about the negative aspects of such a message

College alumni students, Ankit Anchan, Chirag Jain, Jash Kothari, Lekhraj Varshney,
Rohan Suri, Pratik Deshpande, Sagar Patel, Vikas Salvi were invited for mentoring
the participants and judging the projects. They were all extremely supportive. The
participants loved interacting with them and found their feedback to be very helpful
and enlightening. Faculty including Prof. Vinaya Sawant, Prof. Archana Nanade and
Prof. Amit Sahu were also present for part of the event. The participants were allowed
to work on their projects till 2.30 pm post which they were asked to present their
projects. Three panels of judges were set up for judging the event. The event ended by
6pm with 15 teams being shortlisted by the judges to qualify for the Main round of
Codeshastra 4.0.
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Mentors addressing the participants

Teams in Drawing hall 1 after commencement of the event
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Mentors(L-R): Sagar Patel, Lekhraj Varshney, Vikas Salvi, Chirag Jain, Pratik Deshpande,
Jash Kothari, Ankit Anchan.

30th January 2018: GyanDhan Seminar
A seminar was conducted for the BE students on 30th January, Tuesday on the 6th
floor in room number 61. The speaker for the seminar was Mr. Jainesh Sinha (cofounder and COO, GyanDhan). GyanDhan is India’s first higher education financing
startup. He intended to help students seeking loans for pursuing higher education
abroad.

CODESHASTRA 4.0 MAIN ROUND
10th and 11th February 2018: Codeshastra 4.0
10th February: Inauguration
On 10th February(Saturday) DJCSI conducted the inauguration of its flagship event,
Codeshastra 4.0. The ceremony took place in the seminar hall, 12 pm onwards. It
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began with the ceremonial lighting of the lamp by our Principal, Dr. Hari Vasudevan,
Vice Principal(Admin), Dr A. C. Daptardar, Vice Principal(Acad.), Dr. Manali
Godse, Training and placement officer, Mr. R.S. Khavekar and our chief guest for the
day, Mr. Rohan Patil.
A video depicting the theme of Codeshastra 4.0, “The Humans of the Future”, left
everyone enthralled. The Chief guest, Mr. Rohan Patil and our Principal and Vice
Principal(Admin) were invited to say a few words of encouragement and guidance.
Dr. Abhijit Joshi also said a few words introducing Codeshastra 4.0 and its theme.
The mentors for the event invited to guide the students and provide internships from
the companies CheckApp and SmartConnect were also felicitated. The ceremony
ended with the Chairperson of DJCSI, Mr. Arjav Mehta, saying a few words
expressing his gratitude to all the faculty and committee for their constant support and
encouragement and also mentioning the rules of Codeshastra 4.0 to the participants.

L-R: Mr. Rohan Patil(Chief Guest)at the inaugural ceremony of Codeshastra 4.0 along with
our Vice-Principal (Admin.), Dr. A. C. Daptardar, Principal, Dr. Hari Vasudevan and VicePrincipal (Acad.), Dr. Manali Godse
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Felicitation of Chief guest, Mr. Rohan Patil by our Principal, Dr. Hari Vasudevan

10th and 11th February 2018: 24-hour Hackathon
From 3 pm onwards on 10th February, DJCSI began its 24-hour hackathon,
Codeshastra 4.0. The event was conducted in the 5th floor drawing halls and two
adjacent Production department classrooms. It was an intercollege event with 14
colleges participating. 40 teams participated with 25 outhouse teams and 15 teams
from D.J. Sanghvi College. There were 126 participants. Food and beverages were
provided to the participants. Unrestricted Wi-Fi was also provided to all participants.
All participants will receive certificates of participation from CSI Mumbai.
All applications developed during the event constitute as intellectual property of
DJCSI and all participating teams were informed about the same.
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The problem statements were released on 9th February, 2018 at 9am. They were based
on the theme “Humans of the Future”. The last problem statement was given by TCS:
1) Air, Water & Soil are the three most essential artefacts for a civilisation to
thrive on. Climatic change is a crucial muddle that is challenging existence as
a whole. Develop an application that monitors air, water and soil quality of a
region. When air quality drops to life threatening levels, suggest precautions
and remedies. Water bodies with a dangerously high water pollution index
must be marked unfit for use. Similarly soil toxicity should be monitored to
prevent crop wastage. Along with remedies to improve fertility also suggest
best kind of crops to harvest. Suggestions for places should include harvesting
of green energy (hydroelectricity, wind power), uninhabitability, toxic and
various health related issues.
2) Dr. Derek Shepherd once said, “It’s a beautiful day to save lives”. In a world
of scarcity, saving lives is thin on the ground. Medical resource deficiency is a
severe issue in India. Hundreds of patients lose their lives due to lack of access
to apt information and amenities. Circumstances as such greatly emphasise the
need for a centralised information reserve of medications, equipment, personal
records and medical professionals available that is accessible and intelligible
to anyone, at anytime and from anywhere. Develop an application that renders
this database available at all times, from all places and to each and everyone
who is in need of this information.
3) Space has always been a subject of fantasy and conjecture. It’s ambiguity and
uncharted ness is a subject of fascination and interest for not only scientists,
but also avid excursionists. With NASA discovering multiple Earth-like
planets, capable of sustaining life, ‘curiosity’ of space travel is at its zenith.
Develop an educational/recreational application for anyone with a wanderlust
beyond Earth and interpret what life beyond the ozone layer would be like.
The application could be a game, virtual reality application or an augmented
reality application.
4) The world as we know it, has survived two colossal wars and a myriad of
bloodshed. The conflict of interest among the world leaders today is bringing
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our world closer to a cataclysmic demise everyday. The most agonising loss is
that of innocent human life. Numerous organisations are restlessly working to
provide safety, asylum and other aid to such refugees. Their laudable effort
has resulted in millions finding sanctuary. Develop an application where data
of refugees of all nation is shared by all benefactor organisations. Thus, each
maximum help can be ensured to those in need. The organisations can
harmonise rescue operations, medical aid remittance and diplomacy parley
ergo warranting welfare of maximum people.
5) Cognitive Log Analytics - A cognitive solution which will help analysis
customer calls in a call centre. Call Centre executive attends many calls from
the customers throughout the day. An application can be developed that will
analyse why the call had been made, how did the customer call centre
executive address the call, rate the overall quality of the call and create a
dashboard which provides the overall summary for call centre agent / period
wise.
Here are the suggested tasks for the Cognitive Analytics ● Convert the voice calls into text.
● Detect the category and the intent of the call.
● Detect the overall sentiment.
● Assign a score to the overall call.
● Check for any violations and execute necessary corrective actions with
alerts.
● Dashboard view to check the overall effectiveness and the productivity of
the call centre
executive so that he can be rewarded / groomed further.
● Feel free to include additional WOW features.

Our Principal, Dr. Hari Vasudevan, visited the premises of the event and gave a few
pointers to maintain the sanctity of the event. The event ran smoothly and dinner was
provided to the participants at 8.30pm. An unlimited supply of coffee and tea is
essential for such intense overnight events and the same was provided to all
participants. Sleeping bags were also provided to all participants so that they could
take a break and have a respite from coding. Faculty members Prof. Mitchell D’Silva,
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Prof. Stevina Correia, Prof. Arjun Jaiswal and Prof. Dinesh Tharwani were present
throughout the night to help tackle any issue that could have arisen. Prof. Vinaya
Sawant, Prof. Abhijit Joshi, Prof. Harshal Dalvi, Prof. Purva Raut and Prof. Neha
Katre also lent their support for this event.
Snack boxes were also provided to all teams to beat the night hunger pangs. Come
8.30 am, participants were provided with a hot breakfast followed by a delicious
lunch at 12.30pm. The teams had to pitch their project ideas, from 1 pm onwards, to
the mentors from companies like SmartConnect, Ketto, CheckApp and also a few of
DJ alumni in 90 seconds. The top 15 teams whose ideas impressed the mentors
qualified to present their projects to the judges. The teams were allowed to code, on
anyone of the five problem statements provided by us, till 3 pm on 11th
February(Sunday). The judges for the day were Mr. Ajit Joshi, Secretary of CSI
Mumbai, Mr Atul Gandre, Global technology head-IBM at TCS, Mrs. Nita Khare,
Global Analytics lead-IBM at TCS and Ms. Hiloni Punatar, partner at Think Digital.
Team Connect emerged as the 2nd Runner up, Noddy and Friends were the 1st Runner
up and Pythrons emerged as the proud Winners of Codeshastra 4.0. The judges
commended 5 teams as honourable mentions for their innovative ideas. These
honorable mentions were given vouchers and coupons from Frapp and Zest
Chocolates. The winning team was awarded a cash prize of ₹7000/- the second-place
winners were awarded ₹5000/- while the team at third place was awarded ₹3000/-.
All in all, prizes worth ₹75,000/- which included prizes like TP-Link routers and
chocolate hampers by Zest chocolates were given to the winning teams and
honourable mentions. The best college award was won by DJSCE owing to the
highest scores being obtained by teams belonging to the college. Several participants
received internships from companies like Tata Consultancy Services, SmartConnect,
Ketto, CheckApp and Think Digital. The judges and mentors were also given a token
of appreciation for their help and advice during this event.
The event thus ended on a high note with all participants acknowledging the efforts
put in by the DJCSI committee and the staff to pull off such a big event without a
hitch. This event, which saw a massive participation of over 320 students, was truly a
memorable one and will be etched in our minds for years to come.
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Participants coding through the night

Participants pitch their project ideas to the mentors
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The winning team, Pythrons , being awarded their prize by our judges, (L-R) Ms. Hiloni
Punatar(Think Digital), Mr. Ajit Joshi(CSI Mumbai), Mr. Atul Gandre and Mrs. Nita
Khare(TCS).

The best college trophy being awarded to DJSCE
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Article on DJCSI’s “Codeshastra 4.0” in Marathi daily “Maharashtra Times” dated February 10, 2018
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14th March - 20th March 2018: CSI WEEK
14 March, 2018: Web Development
The CSI week commenced on Wednesday, 14 March, 2018 from 2 pm to 6 pm in the
Advanced Computing Lab, 2nd floor. This workshop witnessed a huge number of
students from FE and TE of all departments. 57 students attended the workshop. The
topics that were covered were HTML3, CSS and Bootstrap. HTML3 was taught by
Arjav Mehta, the Chairperson of DJCSI, CSS by Bhavya Shah, the Vice
Chairperson(Technical) of DJCSI, and Bootstrap by Saifil Momin from TE IT. All of
them aimed at covering the basics of their respective topics to give a brief idea to the
students for them to carry on further with their software endeavours in the future.
Arjav started with explaining the basic syntax of HTML and the importance of
comments. After giving instructions on how to save an HTML file, he went on to talk
about various other tags and their functionalities in HTML. Some of them were
DOCTYPE tag, head tag, body tag, P tag, Pre tag, hr tag, etc. At 3:25 pm Bhavya
started with CSS. He began by defining and explaining what CSS is used for. He
spoke about how a website looks like. The motto of the CSS class was to create a
login page. At 4:40 pm, Saifil began the Bootstrap session by explaining the
difference between CSS and Bootstrap and why Bootstrap is preferred over CSS in
the contemporary times. He elaborated on how Bootstrap made frontend simpler and
the responsiveness that is added to the webpages due to it. Students were informed
about the container class and division tag. The properties and uses of the container
class were illustrated with great detail. Various other classes and their specifications
were also discussed during the session. The use of new attributes such as Jumbotron
was also discussed. He further went on to explain about Grids and created a login
page by the end of the session.
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Students attending the Web Development workshop
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Arjav Mehta and Bhavya Shah conducting the Web Development workshop
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15th March, 2018: Backend Development
DJCSI organised a workshop on backend development on Thursday, 15th March,
which threw light on vital concepts of MYSQL and PHP. The workshop was
conducted by Sneh Gajiwala and Aditya Shinde, the two Technical Heads of DJCSI
in the Advanced Computing Lab, 2nd floor from 2 pm to 6 pm. There was an
overwhelming response by the students. About 50 students attended the workshop
from FE to TE of all departments and got an idea on how to kick-start with backend
development. For the implementation, XAMPP was used to start apache and MySQL.
Various operations like create, insert, delete, update and search were implemented on
the database. In today’s scenario various concepts like data mining or data analysis
use database. Students faced issues in accessing the phpmyadmin server which was
later resolved using online SQL text editor. A database called user was created and
operations such as insert, delete, display were performed.
A short Question and Answer session was also there to make the session more
interactive. Doubts such as how to link html code with backend, what is server and
why it is used were satisfactorily answered. The functionalities of local host were
clearly explained. The second half of the workshop revolved around the concept of
PHP. In the previous workshop the login-form page was created using HTML, CSS
and Bootstrap. The database connectivity was explained and how the two methods get
and post work was also demonstrated. At the end of it the browser was able to fetch
the username and password entered by the user at the time of form filling. The
workshop was concluded with the explanation of management of database using
MySQL server and linking it with PHP files.
16th March, 2018: JavaScript and AngularJS
DJCSI conducted a workshop on JavaScript and AngularJS on Friday, 16th March,
taught by Priyesh Patel from TE IT and Krish Parekh, the Marketing Head of DJCSI.
It was attended by 58 students of all departments from FE to TE. The workshop was
held in the Advanced Computing Lab, 2nd floor from 2 pm to 6 pm. The workshop
began with the introduction of JavaScript and covered the basics of component,
directives and modules. The second half of the workshop covered AngularJS which is
a JavaScript-based open source front-end web application framework. The students
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were guided to develop a web application by integrating an API. The students were
taught how to call an API and use services. By the end of the workshop the students
were able to create a website which would display the weather details using the yahoo
weather API.

JavaScript and AngularJS workshop being conducted by Priyesh Patel and Krish Parekh
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17th March, 2018: Game Development
DJCSI conducted its first ever game development workshop on Saturday, 17th March,
which was conducted by Tejas Ved and Rajiv Shah from TE IT. It was attended by 57
students from FE to TE of all departments. The workshop was held in the Advanced
Computing Lab, 2nd floor from 1 pm to 6 pm. The workshop covered Blender, an
open source graphics software which is used to develop assets such as frames and
characters along with Unity which is a game development platform used to build 2D
and 3D games. The students were guided to develop assets for an infinite runner game
on Blender followed by integrating the game on Unity. It was amazing to see the
response from the students as they enthusiastically participated in the development of
this role-playing game.

20th March, 2018: Photoshop
The Photoshop workshop was organised by DJCSI on Tuesday, 20th March, which
was conducted by Meet Nandu, the Soft Creative Head, and Monil Diwan, Yashvi
Upadhyaya, the Soft Creative Co-committee members of DJCSI. The workshop was
held in the Advanced Computing Lab, 2nd floor from 2 pm to 6 pm. About 42 students
from FE to TE of all departments attended this workshop. Students were shown how
to create fabulous looking images using basic editing tools in Photoshop. Students
were given enough time to recreate each step on their computers and with the
guidance of the volunteers all students were able to follow all instructions
satisfactorily. Various features of Photoshop like distributing parts of the image in
different layers to make editing easier and other tools like lasso, magic wand, etc.
were taught. A wide variety of photo editing tips were shared with the students.
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Meet Nandu solving queries during the Photoshop Workshop

22nd March, 2018: Industrial Visit
DJCSI organised an Industrial Visit on Thursday, 22nd March, to the Centre for
Development of Advanced Computing(C-DAC), Pune. About 48 students from SE
and TE IT attended the IV. We began the trip to Pune from college at 6.30 am. The
students were shown the Param Yuva II, India’s fastest and most efficient
supercomputer cluster and were explained its working and applications. The session
was highly informative and engaging with all of the students questions being
satisfactorily answered. Prof. Neha Katre, Prof. Harshal Dalvi and Prof. Suchita Rane
accompanied us for the smooth functioning of the Industrial Visit. Breakfast, Lunch
and Evening snacks were provided to the students.
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Students and Faculty outside the C-DAC premises in Pune

12th April, 2018: DJ ASCII
With the tremendous support of the faculties from the departments of Computer
Engineering and Information Technology of the college, DJCSI co-hosted the 3rd
edition of DJ ASCII – a state level project competition along with DJ-ACM student
chapter on 12th April, 2018. There was a massive participation of the students from
the college as well outhouse colleges. Various projects from different domains such as
Artificial Intelligence, Augmented Reality, Data Mining, NLP, etc were presented.
Along with the project presentations, posters were displayed by the students of the
final year from Computer Department and Information Technology Department of the
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college. This splendid event concluded with the valedictory function disclosing the
results of the project presentation as well as the poster presentation. DJ-ASCII thus
ended on the note that the gap between the industrial demand and the education
system should be bridged by involving students to participate in competitions like
these and foster their technical and presentation skills.
August 2018: Railway Concession on the DJCSI App
Railway concession was a function added to the DJSCI application and deployed in
the first week of August. This function has enabled the students of the college to
access the railway concession on their phones itself. This has reduced the line of
students waiting to acquire forms from the office and digitized the whole process,
reducing the work of the students as well as the office staff considerably. It has
immensely helped the office staff. The student has to enter their SAP ID and the
location for the source and destination. Station is received on its own and the
information is sent to the admins desk.
September 2018: Leaving Certificate Generation
Leaving certificate was deployed in the first week of September. It has made the
generation of leaving certificates easier and at the click of a button. Digitizing the
process has helped save the office staff ample of time and stationary. The office staff
needs to just enter the students SAP ID and the details are fetched automatically from
the database.
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